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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
What qualifications and potentials does a psychi-
atric nursing specialist, who has completed a graduate 
education, have to offer to the manpower shortage situa-
tion in meeting the mental health needs of the nation? 
What roles are these nurses prepared to fill? What skills 
do they possess? What functions can they perform? These 
are questions that are being asked of, and by, the nursing 
profession. 
That nurses do have a contribution to make in the 
field of mental health is evidenced by the fact that the 
National Institute of Mental Health is currently providing 
funds for those nurses who want to gain advanced knowledge 
and education. The report of the Joint Commission of 
Mental Illness and Health, Action for Mental Health, in-
cluded psychiatric nurses along with psychiatrists, psy-
chologists, and psychiatric social workers as one of the 
• • • four categories of professionally trained per-
sons whose qualifications • • • would appear to count 
most in bringing about the recovery of incfeased num-
bers of persons with major mental illness. 
1rinal Report of the Joint Commission of Mental 
Illness and Health, Action for Mental Health (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1961), p. 140. 
-~=~-~·~· "" '"'"·=·-- -~- ·-
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Although there is recognition of the need for nurs-
ing specialists on the national level, there are no posi-
tions or jobs which are ready~ade for these specialists. 
The present state of affairs consists of exploring uncharted 
regions. The exploration that is required at this stage is 
taking a look at all those areas in which nurses are 
presently operating and determining what are the phenomena 
that are involved. When enough of these explorations have 
been conducted and a storehouse of knowledge is built up, 
answers will then be available to the questions: what can 
the psychiatric nursing specialist do; and where can her 
services be used most effectively. 
The following study was undertaken to explore one 
area in which psychiatric nurses functioned, to demonstrate 
and explain what the nurses did in providing service to 
families in which there was some form of mental illness. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This was an exploratory study to investigate the 
functions, as reported by family members, of psychiatric 
nurses who gave service to six families in which there was 
an emotional problem. 
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IMPORTAII:E OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was an initial attempt at 
investigating and exploring the role of the psychiatric 
nurse in the area of providing nursing service to families. 
At the present time. the necessity of defining the role of 
the psychiatric nursing specialist in the field of mental 
health is recognized by the nursing profession. 
Nurses have served an important function in mental 
hospitals for many years. Public health nurses have been 
serving the health needs of families in the community. It 
is only very recently that nurses are beginning to look 
into the possibility of combining these two approaches and 
offering something in the way of service to the mentally 
ill patients within their home and community environment. 
It is not only the nursing profession that is con-
cerned with serving the needs of families within the home; 
all the professions involved in the mental health field 
are investigating and defining the role of the family in 
diagnosis and treatment of mental illness as well as re-
defining and modifying their own role. 
The following questions served as the basis and 
the stimulus for investigating this problem: 
1. What does a psychiatric nurse do when she gives 
service to a family? What does this service 
consist of? 
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2. What skills and resources does she possess and 
utilize in working With families? Can these 
skills be incorporated into a family treatment 
approach, and can the nurse serve as a member 
of the inter-disciplinary team that offers 
mental health services to families? 
This study does not guarantee answers to the pre-
ceding questions but rather attempts to explore and become 
familiar with the phenomenon of family service as rendered 
by a psychiatric nurse. The data that were obtained can be 
used to develop hypotheses and problem areas which will 
lead to further research. The findings will have pertinence 
to those psychiatric nurses, public health nurses, research-
ers, and educators who are interested and concerned with 
identifying the role of the nurse in serving the mental 
health needs of families. 
Families who received a nurse's service were used 
as the source of information in this study. Their opinions 
and perceptions served as a counterpart to the more often 
considered nurses' evaluations. Their statements may add 
insight and new ways of looking at particular happenings 
that had not been considered by the professional person. 
Hildegard Peplau spoke of nursing as a sharing process by 
which both the nurse and patient learn together and from 
each other in their working toward solutions to the health 
problems that the patient is facing. 
- s -
It is likely that the nursing process is educative 
and therapeutic when nurse and patient come to know 
and to respect each other, as persons who are alike, 
and yet, ciifferent, who share in the solution of 
problems.2 
Since the patient and his family's feelings, ideas, and 
values influence, in part, how the nurse will function in 
this sharing relationship, their perceptions have implica-
tions and meaning in evaluating and identifying her func-
tion and role. 
SCOPE AND DELIMITATION 
This study has investizated what the functions of 
the psychiatric nurse are as perceived by family members. 
One or more membes-s from six families wes-e interviewed. 
Each of the six families had a member with an emotional 
problem and who had been, or was, in treatment at a 
clinic, a mental hospital, or with a ps-ivate psychiatrist 
within the Greater Boston Metropolitan Area. The nurse 
visited with one or more members of the family on a weekly 
basis either in the home or in her office for a period of 
approximately a year. There were four nurses who did the 
visiting; two of the nurses visited with two families and 
two visited with only one family. Three of these nurses 
2uildegard Peplau, ln-raonal Relations in 
Nursing (New York: G. P. PU~ons, 1952), p. 9. 
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were graduate students in the 'sychiatric Nursing P.rogram 
at Boston Universit.~ School of Nursing and one was an 
instructor in the ~gram. 
The sample, consisting of only six families, 
represents the most striking limitation of the study. 
Further investigations on samples of greater magnitude 
will have to be conducted before conclusions can be 
reached and generalizations can be made regarding the 
functions of the psychiatric nurse in the area of family 
service. 
The completeness of the statements made by the 
members of the families was dependent upon their ability 
to verbalize and recall and on the writer•s ability at 
conatructing and using the interview schedule. 
No attempt was made to control all the variables 
that existed within the sample and within the home situa· 
tions in which the interviews were conducted. 
The findings are not fully representative of the 
service rendered by the nurse since the sample consisted 
only of families. To present a composite of the nurses' 
functions in these six situations, the nurse's perceptions 
would also have to be considered. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Following are the terms as they were defined for 
. ~!I! s~c!l: 
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Functions were defined as what the nurse did••any 
activity, attitude, behavior of the nurse that was initi-
ated and carried on in regard to the solution of family 
problems. 
Psychiatric nurse was defined as any of the 
Boston University School of Nursing graduate students in 
the Psychiatric Nursing Program or the instructor in the 
-ogram who visited with families. 
Service was home or office visits in which the 
nurse employed activities that were within the province 
of nursing to work with the family toward a solution of 
problems. 
Emotional problem was defined as a problem which 
a member of the family stated they were having in regard 
to one of the members and was the reason that the nurse 
was giving service to the family. The problems for the 
individual families were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
"son was a nervous, disturbed child" 
"son was getting into ~ouble at school" 
"wife was having problems with her hus-
band and feeling iraadequate as a person" 
4. "son was having difficulty in school·· 
stealing, not listeniu.a" 
5. 
6. 
"daughter' s fatness" 
"daughter was having difficulty in con-
centrating in school caused by marital 
difficulties between the parents" 
- ' ~~----~- -
. ,- --- . ~- ~-.... ¥~-·· 
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Family members that were interviewed consisted of 
the mother in five families. In one family, the father 
and the daughter were interviewed. 
Perceetion was defined as opinions, feelings, and 
understandings regarding what the nurse did as it was ex-
perienced by a family member and verbalized to the inter-
viewer. 
PREVIEW OF METH.OJ>OLOGY 
One or more members of six families within the 
Greater Boston Metropolitan Area Wbo received services 
from a psychiatric nurse were interviewed to determine 
their perceptions of the service and the functions of the 
nurse. Each of the families had one member with an emo-
tional problem. 
A review of the literature was made and is reported 
in Chapter II. The areas covered in the review were: 
functions of psychiatric nurses, family treatment, and 
similar studies. 
A focused, open-end t)'Pe of interview was con-
ducted in the homes of the respondents. The construction 
and use of the interview are described in detail in 
Chapter III. 
The findings derived from the data that were col• 
lected are discussed in Chapter IV. Chapter V coneists 
of a summ~ and recOIIID8ndations • 
. ~ ,::··.-,--;-.::,~ '- -- :•:•;~:, ,,: __ ,:::,.--: ,-,-,..;-:;_~;~:•·•,' ·,~_~:.:.":_,,;;,...:::-·,~::..":""~-,-~-:._-:_:_.-"~_:_-~:;:-:~"---':---:-c::o,.;,;::::::-:~::.::::""~:-.;,, 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FBAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review of the literature regarding the psychi-
atric nurse's role in giving services to families where 
there were emotional problems revealed a sparsity of in-
formation. 
Nurses were functioning in this area in several 
agencies within Massachusetts which were involved in re-
search projects but there were no publications available. 
A child guidance clinic within the Greater Boston 
Area has set up a program to study whether a psychiatric 
nurse can be utilized in their clinic service. Boston 
University graduate students in the Nursing in Child 
Psychiatry Program, as part of their field experience, 
were making home visits to selected families who had come 
to the clinic for help. This program was in the initial 
stages of being developed and no findings were available. 
Another guidance center in Massachusetts had 
three nurses as members of the inter-disciplinary team 
along with the psychiatrist, psychologist, and social 
worker. The nurses took an active role in family 
- 9 -
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treatment, as well as the research, consultation, and 
educational aspects of the service that was offered by 
the center. 
A psychiatric home treabDent center offered home 
treatment by a team composed of a psychiatrist, social 
worker, and nurse. Two nurses were employed at the 
center. 
The survey team appointed by the Commissioner of 
Mental Health for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that 
participated in an intensive six weeks study of psychi· 
atric programs in Great Britain, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
and Holland in 1961 reported on mental health nurses 
makina home visits in Glasgow and Amsterdam. 
Two nurses have been employed this year at the Child 
Guidance Service in Glaaaow • • • The focus of the 
home visits remained to be determined, but there was 
~estion that the nurses could be accepted in the 
home as a s~bol of service and could work closely 
with the mother. Where some physical illness or 
problem exists or wbere habit training difficulties 
occur, DUX'ses could be especially helpful. Nurses 
were selected in preference to social workers be-
cause of their ability and willingness to render per-
sonal serviye and their skills in medical management 
of illness. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
!be mental BYaiene Division of the Municipal Health 
Service in Amsterdam has nine well qualified nurses (health visitors) on its staff. Some call them 
lwalter Barton, Malcolm Farrell, Frances Lenehan, 
and William Mcl.auahlin, Observations on Psychiatric Prac-
tice in Europe, 1961, p. 111. 
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social workers • • • The nurses were concerned with 
the total care of patients, including their physical 
condition, their home, their economic problems, 
their domestic relations, etcetera • • • Mornings 
the nurses are in the central department and are 
available to patients who may want to see their 
nurse •••• Most interviews are brief, but sup• 
portive. Definite aid with social and health prob-
lems is available to them through the nurse, be it 
a matter of finance, housing, employment, people, or 
illness. Referral to other services are arranged 
promptly. • • • The afternoons are devoted to home 
visits. Frequency of visits to inc:lividual patients 
depends upon the needs of the patient. Some visits 
are "after-care" supervision of patients who have 
been hospitalized, and include consideration of the 
conc:litions of the home, the :relationships within the 
home, the social adjustment of the patient, etcetera. 
In "before-care" visits the nurse may have the 
responsibility of interpreting the hospitalization 
to the patient and sometimes convincing him to go 
to the hospital. • • • The nurse becomes the link2 between the patient and his home and possessions. 
An article by Paul Jordan and Manilla Campbell 
presented the functions of one mental health nurse in a 
child guidance clinic as interpretation and communica-
tion between families and professional people, casework 
with individual families, consultation with public health 
and hospital nurses, and community education. 
Literature that was useful and pertinent to this 
study and that will be reviewed has been grouped thusly: 
A. Functions of psychiatric nurses as outlined by 
leaders and educators in nursing and allied professions; 
2~ •• pp. 118-119. 
3Paul Jordan and Manilla Campbell, "Is There a 
Place for a Mental Health Nurse in a Child Guidance Clinic?" 
American Journal of Ortboesxchiaqz, July, 1957, p. 634. 
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and the need to investigate and define the nurse' s role in : 
the area of mental health. 
B. The family's role in mental illness; a brief 
sketch of research that was being conducted. 
c. Studies regarding m.trsing functions that have 
used patients and their families as a source for collecting: 
data. 
Functions of the psychiatric nurse and the need to 
further investigate and define the nurse's role in the 
area of mental health has been discussed by many people in 
nursing and allied professions. 
Peplau spoke of psychiatric nursing as: 
a service wbicb assists people to solve those dif· 
ficulties in living wbich interfere with health; it 
is one of the services jointly offered through the 
collaboration of doctors, nurses, social workers, 
and/or psycbolosists••the four m~or disciplines • 
• • • £Psychiatric nursing] consists in an applica• 
tion of principles, concept, and techniques in order 
to understand and use more conaFtiveiy the rela-
tionship of nurse with patient. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The psychiatric nurse emphasizes particularly the 
subrole of the psychotherapeutic agent in her work 
with interpersonal problems of individual patients 
and with groups. This subrole requires an investiga-
tive and interpretative approach through which a 
4w.ldegard Peplau, "Principles of Psychiatric 
Nursing," American Handbook of PsyChiatr~, ed. Edward 
Arieti (New fork: Basic Books, inc., 19 9), II, Ch. 92, 
1840. 
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patient or group is helped to learn from their ex-5 periences in a situation 1n which nurses practice. 
Earl Koos listed physical care, educator • leader, 
and mental hygiene as the four areas in which the nurse 
functions. In the sphere of mental hygiene, the forming 
of a human relattonship and relief by verbal expression 
are two tmportant aspects. 
To the patient, to his family, to those who are to 
be kept well, the nurse provides the personal 
element in a professional team that becomes in-
creasingly concerned with the psychological as-
pects of health and illnes8.6 
Gerald Caplan stated that the mental hygiene 
functions of the nurse wel:'e case finding, initiation of 
motivation, interpretation of the specialists to the pa-
tient, interpretation of the patient to the specialists, 
emotional support, teaching, and mobilizing the environ-
ment. He asserted that the nurse bad a specialized 
function which was not open to 8Df other specialist ex-
cept under atypical conditions. The chief characteristic 
of this unique role lies in the nurse • s "closeness" in 
relation to her patient. This closeness consists of 
closeness in space (physical), closeness in time, sociolog• 
ical closeness because ol the patient's perception of the 
nurse as an interested and educated sibling with whom it 
5 Ibid •• p. 1854. 
6Earl Koos, The Sociolon of the Patient 
(New York1 Toronto, and ton&inrMCGraw-Hlii Book Co., Inc., 195u), p. 239. 
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is easy to communicate and with whom there is little 
tension, and psychological closeness because the nurse 
uses her self directly in an unsophisticated and unrigid 
way and a txusting relationablp can be built up. 1 
In the study, The Nurse-Patient Relationship and 
the Healips Process, the four ueas of nursing functions 
that were found consistently in the literature and in 
interviews with the people involved in the nurse-patient 
relationship were: physical cue, supportive emotional 
cue, education, and liaison. 8 Regarding the emotional 
care, the repoxt had this to say: 
• • • the nurse influences the healing process by 
usin& herself as a isycbological agent for the 
facilitation of hea il!l• Here, we are discussing 
the subtle and very often intaaaible emotional 
support the nurse gives the patient. Part of this 
is given by virtue of her creation of an effective 
envircmment in the hospital. There is also the more 
direct and intimate aspects of the nurse's behavior 
as a person givins emotioully to the &:!ient. 
Here we ue referi'ina to reassurance, dlina 
negative feelings, socialization, general health 
teichiJ;Ag to proVide the patient with knowledge 
sufficient to UII.Cierstand the experiences of ill-
ness, and helpina the patient expr:ess his fears9 and anxieties concefttl.na illness and treatment. 
7eerald Caplan, "The Mental Hygiene Role of the 
Nurse in Matern.al and Child Care," Nursin.g Outlook, 
January, 1954, p. 17. 
8 J. Frank Whiting, Tbe Nurse-Patient Relationship 
and the H~:!il Process. A ~eas Lport to thi Xiiiiiican 
Rurses' Po ion, IDC., 1958. 
9 .~!!!!!·· p. 8. 
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A summation of the functions that have been 
delegated to the nursing profession along with the neces-
sity for ~ther investigation was illustrated in the 
report What do Nurses Think of their Profession. 
Several lines of reasoning emphasize the importance 
of more ade~tely defining and delimiting the 
nurse's tectinical role in the total healtn service 
team. Even a partial review of the literature of 
nursina reveals considerable uncertainty and confu-
sion regarding functions which may appropriately be 
delesated to the nurse. Thus, Frances Reiter dis-
tinguishes among "custodial" nursing, "restorative" 
nursing, and "professional" nursing practice. 
Noting, in addition to these, the clerical functions, 
the supervisory functions and the technical func-
tions of the nurse, Miss biter further holds that 
the professional nurse must also be a mother-
substitute with the functions of a psycho-therapist 
standing in peer or equal relationship with doctors 
and other professionals. Esther L. Brown in Nursina 
for the Future, notes such newly recognized funct!Oiis 
as the edUCational activities of the nurse particu• 
larly in connection with obstetrical nursing and 
pediatric service. Lea~ functions in planning 
for iositive health on c ty state, and national 
leve s are also emphasized. A clinical or diagnostic 
function seems to be implied as well as those of 
clinical technician and professional observer en-
trusted with care of the patient for long periods 
without specific directions from the physician. 
Miss Brown emphasizes particularly the psycho• 
therapeutic functions related to mental and emotional 
reactions which accompany ph:rsical aspects of illness, 
the emotional components of disease, the recognition 
of psychosomatic conditions, and the utilization of 
psychological skills in p~ding emotional support 
for the patient. E. L. Koos sugests for the nurse 
an additional function resembling that of the social 
worker and family counselor. Veronica Lyons notes 
a new emphasis in nursing education relating to under-
standing one's self, the study of personality growth 
and development and to such social aspects of nursing 
as the effect of ethnic origins religious beliefs, , 
racial characteristics, and socio-economic differences. , 
Dorothy Perkins suggests the addition of a personnel 
manasement function, and Ralph w. Tyler, discussing 
- 16 -
the problem of developing a functional curriculum for 
nursing education, suggests that the ~ctions of the 
professional nurse are comins to be those of admin-
istration, teaching, and supervision.lO 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Nursing, as a profession, is :l.n its adolescence, 
\Dl8ure of itself but seeking definition of role, the 
achievement of mature status, and recoanition. Those 
things should be done watch will identify and hasten 
recognition of the nurse's uni~ professional func-
tions. Important among these th1Dgs is the demonstra-
tion of competence in perfozmance and the education 
of medical colleagues as well as1lay public to an appreciation of this competence. 
Esther Brown and Ap.es D:l.x emphasized the im-
portance of the nursing profession working with allied 
professional groups and the public to synchronize their 
accomplishments and contributions with the rest of the 
health team. 12•13 Caplan was of the opinion that tech• 
niques of interviewing and bandliDg patients appropriate 
to the nurse's use need to be studied, keeping in mind 
how such teclmiques can be utilized without increasing the 
psychological distance between the nurse and patient •14 
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Dr. Walter Barton, in a speech to the 
Massachusetts National League of Nursing, said that the 
nursing profession must be more aagressive in establish-
ing their role in carina for the mentally ill. He felt 
they definitely have skills that have not been utilized 
or recognized and that they have a place as a member of 
the "after-cue" team, pwe-hoapltalization team, and 
clinic teams as well as the hospital rehabilitation team.15 
Schwartz anci Schockley in the book The Nurse and 
the Mental Patient we:Lterated the need to know more about 
nurse-patient interactions and to understand their effects 
on patients.16 
There was ample evideuce to indicate that nurses 
have a significant role in mental health and that the 
functions of this role need to be studied and further 
understood. 
CotlCllttent with the interest in the mental health 
role of the nurse was the emphasis upon the wole of the 
family in treatment and diaposis of mental illness. This 
1
'walter E. Barton, "The Hu.l:'ses' B.o le in Aftercare 
and Rehabilitation of the Mentall7 Ill." Speech delivered 
at the Massachusetts Leque for NuJ:sing Ninth Annual 
Convention on December 6, 1961, Statler Hilton Hotel, 
Boston. 
1
'*J:ris Schwartz and Emmy Schockley, The Nurse 
and the Mental Patient; A Stwid in lnte;eraonai ltiiitlons t'N'ew fork: liisseii saae Poun Elon, 19 ) , p. 16. 
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is currently a topic of considerable importance to the 
mental health professions which is manifested by the space 
alloted to it in professional journals. 
Nathan Ackeman and Henry IU.chudson considered the 
family as the basic unit of living, health, and illness. 
Richardson stated: 
the time is now ripe for a coordinated attack on the 
problems of family adjustment f.n relation to the 17 maintenance of health ancl the treatment of illness. 
Ackuman cited: 
the single, most encompassing reason for our con-
spicuous failure thus fu to prevent mental illness 
derives from our failure to cope
8
with the mental 
health problems of faoily life.l 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The family is a primuy ~oup. It is intemediate 
between the individual and wider society. In the 
s~ of behavior, we have been prone either to 
ex ne the individual as an intact, isolated 
entity or to examine the effects on behavior of 
the individual's position in the wider social 
st'I'\!Cture. The investigation of the psychodynamics 
of the family as a unit and the processes of indi-
vidual integration into the family group, previously 
neglected, opens up a new avenue of research. The 
relations of individual p«a~:sonality and the group-
dynamic processe~ of family living constitute an 
essential lirii-.: in the chain of causation of states 
of mental illness and health. 9 
17~ B. IU.chardsonfu~ttit;t• Have Families (New York: The Commonwealth,4S), fDreword p. Xviii. 
1~athan Ackerman, Tbe Psychod"cs of Family 
Life: D~sls and Tre•'1Jf o~!'f.iJft!!laslon!Jilj)s (lew Yor~Bislc BOOks, 109 , p. • 
19 Ibid., pp. 24·25. 
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In the January, 1962 tsaue of the American Journal 
of ~thopsxchY,tn, there was a section that dealt with 
"Family Treatment Approaches" in which new concepts of 
family diagnoses and treatment were outlined as they were 
being tested out and studied in three inatit-~tions within 
the United States.20 
The Langley Po~ter Clinic in California was con-
ducting research :l.n which childl:en with severe mental 
disorders and their parents were receiving therapy. 
We are finding, as our ~iences increase • that 
mot:e and more puente of these children are will~ 
a:nd sometimes easer to begin theJ:apeutic work with 
us •••• in reaction to our increasing conviction--
based on increastna experi.ence••that there is no 
child with mental Oisorder without a transiently 
severe, or more chrord.c but intensifying disorder 
of both parents 1 we are findi.Da it possible to begin 
work not only WJ.th the mothers but also with the 
fathera.21 
An aJ:'ticle entitled Fam&lx Psxchothergz: 
General au4 SJi!!Clfic ConsideJ:atlqp.s, reviewed some of the 
history, ratioDale, and theory beh11l0 family therapy in 
addition to relatiD& experiences ln this field in a 
hospital setting. The author pointed out the 
20
"Family Treatment Approaches," American JOUJ:'nal. 
of Orthoesxc;Matn. January, 1962, pp. 133-152. 
21s. A •. Szur:e~ ,.J.!sxchotic Episodes and Psychotic 
Maldevelopment,· · ChilGDOOCl S~aium n American Jo\m\al. 
of orthopszcbiaqy, July, 1956, p. sis. 
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superficiality of our unoerstanding of this phenomena at 
this time and the need for further concentration and 
explos:ation. 22 
Recent issues of social work professional journals 
revealeo increasing attention being Oirected coward new 
theories which involve the entire family. Articles in 
the journal of Social Casework have illustrated the con-
cern of social workers in this area.23,24,25,26 
Public health nurses have been initiating p3:ograms 
of service to the mentally ill patient and his family. 
The Baltimore Public Health Service was conducting a 
22Alexander Gralnick, "FamilK Psychotherapy: 
General ana ~f8Cific Considerations, American J~l 
of orthoEsxcnutn, Volume XXXII, April, 1962, W:S-526. 
2loavid Hallowitz ancl Albert Cutter, "Family Unit 
Therapy: Uses, Process, and Dynamics " Casework Pgers 
from the National Conference on Social Wellare (NeiiYoi'k: 
Family Service Association of America, 1961), pp. 44·57. 
24otto Pollack and Donald Bneland "The Midwest 
Semiaar on Family Diagnosis and Treatment t\ Social Case-
work, Vol. XLII, No. 7, July, 1961, pp. 319-324. 
25shirley Cooper, "New 'l':l:ends in Work with 
Parents: Pl'opess or Chanae?" Social Casework, Vol. XLII, 
No. 7, July 1961, pp. 342-347. 
26Robert Gomberg, "Trends in Theory and Practice," 
Social Casework, Vol. XXXIX, February, March, No. 2-3, 
!958, pp. 73-85. 
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three-year study in which staff nurses visited with the 
families of patients wbo were admitted to Springfield 
State Hospital. 27 Tbe Visiting Nurse Association of 
Allegheny County offered home visits to patients who were 
discharged from Woodville State Hospital. 28 The 
Washington D.C. VisitiDg Nurse Association did a pilot 
study to determine what nurses could do to help families 
understand the purpose and use of mental hospitals and to 
adjust to the patient's return home. 29 The Georgia Depart• 
ment of Public Health in conjunction with the State 
Hospital for the Mentally Ill at Milledgeville began an 
experimental program designed to make public health nurs-
ing sexvices available to the mentally ill patient, his 
family, and cQl1ID\lld.ty. Their special concern was the 
needs of mentally ill patients wbo lived outside the 
hospital setting.30 
27Ethel Turner and Lillian Scally, "Home Service 
for the Mentally Ill," Nursi.pa O!ltlook, September, 1961, 
pp. 541-545. 
28wini&ed McLanahan, Richard Fleming, and David 
Grayson, "An After-clare Pl:ogram for Patients Discharged 
from Mental Hospitals," Nursia Outlook, September, 1961, 
pp. 544-547. 
29Maz:y Anne French, "The Visiting Nurse in a 
Psychiatric Program," Nursipa Outlook, October, 1956, 
pp. 572-574. 
3~ Ashford, "Home Care of Mentally Ill Pa-
tients1" American Jgum.al. of Nursipg, February, 1957, 
pp. 20o-207. 
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Although this was a brief sketch of the available 
literature in tbis area, it demonstrated the emphasis be-
ing put upon the role of the family in mental illness by 
doctors, social wrkers, and public health nurses. 'J.'he 
infomation regarding the psychiatric nurse • s contribu-
tion in this area was mentioned at the beginning of the 
chapter. It should be noted that psychiatric nurses are 
only very recently becoming iavolved in family treatment. 
There were several reseach studies regarding 
nursing functions and services that have utilized patients 
and their families as a source for collecting information. 
Bullock cited the patient as one criterion group 
of the occupational role of tbe nurse: 
It would seem probable that tbe occupational role of 
the nurse is defined differently by different cri-
terion poups and that evaluations by several groups 
are important in deteminiDg he attitude toward the job. Among such imp•tant criterion groups, there 
are, in aclaition to nurses themselves, the medical 
staff, the hospital non-medical staff, patients, and 
the general public.31 
In a research project described by Faye Abdellah 
in wbich nursing problems were identified by doctors, 
nusses, and patients, it waa found that: 
the patient was able to vezobalize mao.y more nursing 
problems, and had a truer perception of his nursing 
laullock, op. cit., pp. 26·27. 
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problems, than the nurses or doctors. • • • nurses 
and doctors do not perceive the same nursing prob-
lems as 5tients, and nursiDa problems which are 
vitally rtant to the patlent2are often missed by profess onal health workers.3 
The Nurse-Patient Relationshi.e and the Healinz 
Process was a report that described the use of the Q-sort 
as a method to compare nurses• and patients' ·perceptions 
of the most important aspects of nursing care within a 
veterans administration hospital 'Which cues for patients 
who have tuberculosis. This study was aimed at finding 
out: 
Who feels what are the most important aspects of 
'£Iii complex present-day nurse-patient relationship 
and how should these f\mctiona be balanced for 
opt1B1Uiil patient care in vaz.i.ous settings? 33 
A preliminary step in this research was conducting 
interviews with the people who were living the nurse-patia:Jt 
relationShip--doctors, nurses, and patients--for the pur-
pose of obtaining raw data pertaining to attitudes, 
opinions, expectations, and perceptions held by those 
people wbo were iuvolved tn the relationship and provid-
ing the basic source from which the Q•sort items were 
written. Twelve questions servecl as the general base for 
the interviews. These questions were not asked in any 
particular order nor in the exact form as written but 
were kept in mind as general content areas to be covered; 
32iaye Abdallah "Methods of Icientifying Covert 
Aspects of Nurs~ Probi•s.t'' Nut:si!a Research, Vol. 6, 
No. l, June, 1957, pp. 19·2u. 
_ .. ·c~·~~· -~~~~JLoe. c1~ •• ;a;_~~~.v. 
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the object being to conduct the interview in a way which 
would allow people to talk freely, but as specifically as 
possible, about the nurse's behavior in giving nursing 
care to patients. 34 
Nursing students have utilized patients and their 
families to obtain data for their master's thesis. Twenty 
families of schizophrenic patients wbo were discharged 
from a state hospital composed the sample used by 
Isabelle Lopez in the exploration of the realistic prob-
lems of social re-aclaptation that the patients and their 
families were facing.35 
In auother study, twenty patients in a private 
psychiatric hospital were interviewed to get their views 
regarding factors in the treatment prosram that they 
found helpful. 36 
The methodology used in an exploratory study con• 
cemed with the pe'&'Ception of the public health nurse and 
her services by families and nurses was very similar to 
that used in this study. The development of the methodol-
ogy in each case occurred without the knowledge of the 
34Ibid. t pp. 13·14. 
lSisabelle Lopez, "An Exploration of Post-Hospital 
Problems of Social Readaptation in Schizophrenic Patients" 
~npublisbed Master's Thesis, Boston UDiversity School of 
Nursina), 1961. 
36Lucret1a S. Benolken, "Factors Identified by 
Selected Coavalescent Psychiatric Patients as Helpful 
Toward Improvement•: (Unpublished Master's thesis, Catholic 
University of America, Waabiagton, D.C.), 1958. 
~ ---:';,-·~';'.~-:;·-:'::';"~--::·:•_: .. -~- --~=:.". ""':'"-·.--:-:;c s-.~-,~-=-:~::-~·:_"";";:;;;--·_·:~"- ,::.~·::-::·~.·:r:·~r• ,-,~-::::..,:'C:'".~.:-·~::::-:-'""'::':".:~:·::: _.•_-_::::;':';':-- :-_--;-· • _ '"-
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other. the family interview in the public health nursing 
study was conducted in the home of families and the ques-
tions were clirected to one family member, most often the 
mother. The foul' questions which made up the interview 
wre: 
1. I'm interested in hearing about any way 
that the nurse from the nealth department 
has helped you or ~ family. 
2. Suppose a fJ:iend. of yours asked you "What 
is a public health 1\UX'se?", what would you 
tell her? 
3. What would you say is the smt most important 
way that a public health nurse has helped you 
or your family? 
4. If the nurse could do anY'thinst you wanted 
her to do, what one t1U.Di would you like her 
to do?37 
A review of the litU"ature :I.Dd.icated that the1:e 
was a need to investigate the aurse•s role and function 
in mental illness as wall as a need to explore and focus 
on the treatment of the family in which there was a mental 
illness. 'rbese concerns demonaU'ated the merit of a study 
to investigate the fuDctions of psychiatric nurses who 
gave services to families in wb1oh there was an emotional 
problem. That patients and their families have something 
37Ann Hansen and Judith Levy "Families Speak for 
Themselves," N\q_SiM Outlook, June, {961, p. 345. 
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to contribute in an investigation of this type was evidenca:l 
by studies which have utilized their opinions and percep-
tions. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The assumptions upon which this study were based 
were: 
1. Psychiatric nurses have skills that make it 
possible to offer service that is helpful to families in 
which there is an emotional problem. 
2. There is a need to investigate and explore 
the role of the psychiatric nurse as She functions in the 
various areas of serving the mental health needs of the 
population. 
3. Nurses have a profesaional responsibility to 
inform allied professions about those resources and skills 
that they possess and can contribute to a more effecti~e 
functioning of the total health team. This is especially 
applicable in the realm of mental illness and the family. 
4. Families will be able to verbalize and 
delineate areas in which the nurse functioned in relation 
to the problems they were facing. 
5. The family' s perceptiOllS of nursing functions 
offers a significant contribution in the evaluation and 
identification of the nurse's role. 
CHAPJ.'ER III 
METHODOLOGY 
DESCRIPTION AND SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
the sample consisted of members of six families 
livina within the Greater Boston Metropolitan Area who bad 
a psychiatric nurse visit with tbem for a period of ap-
proximately a year. the oriainal sample included eight 
families, but one family refused to be interviewed and one 
of the families had moved and their address was unknown. 
The names and addresses of the families were obtained from 
tbe nurses who did the visiting in each situation. 
The names of seven nurses were procured from the 
instructors at Boston University School of Nursing. Six 
of the nurses were, or had been, graduate students in the 
Psychiatric Nursina Proaram and one was an instructor in 
the Psychiatric Nursina PrograD. These nurses had 
rendered service, within the past four years, to a .family 
in which there was an emotional problem. The nurses were 
contacted by telephone or letter and subsequently inter• 
viewed. 
The purposes of this preliminary investigation 
with the nurses were to obtain: 
==============:.::=il1z?t/===-=======-= -- .... _. --~=-=-= 
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l. names, addresses, and family compositions. 
2. reason for visiting, problems involved, 
and functions of t:lie nurse as perceived 
by the nurse. 
3. the nurse • 1 opinion as to the appropri-
ateness of conducting an interview with 
the family and appropriate wording of the 
~stions so that they would be applicable 
and comprehensible to the family. 
The nurse' 1 knowledge aad info2:1Dation of the family 
was used for familiarity with the situation so that a more 
efficient interview could be coaatructed and utilized. 
These interviews took place over a period of a month and 
their duration was from one to two hours. 
!he nurses that rendered the service obtained 
verbal pexmission to intezview the families from the three 
agencies that were involved. with the family. One agency 
requested an interview to discuss the purpose of the 
study and to look at tbe methodology. 
A letter was sent to each family introducing and 
explaining the study (see Appendix) • The letter was 
addressed to one or both parents, depending upon whom the 
nurse stated participated in the visits. Telephone con-
tact was made w:f.th the five families wbo had a phone. For 
the three families who d:l.cl not have a phone, the intro-
ductory letter contained a tentative appointment along 
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with a self-addressed post card to be returned if the time 
was not convenient. An attempt was made to schedule the 
interview within a period of a week from the time that the 
initial letter was received. 
'l'he interview was conducted in tbe home of the 
family. Tbe iuterviewr elabcn:ated on the infot!'Dlation 
given in the lette:r and explained the content of the 
interview questions. The resporulent was infomed that 
their statements would appear in a research report but 
that they themselves would remain anunymous. The remarks 
and statements made by tbe interviewer were addressed to 
those persons who we1.-e present in the household and the 
family members were allowed to determine by whom, and how, 
the questions would be answered. In three of the families, 
the mother was the only person present. In one family, 
the grandmother and son were present in addition to the 
mother but were not directly involved. The children were 
present in one family but were excluded from active 
participation by the mother. Iu another family, the 
mother, father, and ctauahter all were present; the father 
and daupter answered the questions. 
Tbe interviews were carried on over a two-month 
puiod and the duration of each interview varied from one 
to two hota:s. B.efreabments were served in all but one of 
the interview situations which were carried on quite in-
folmally. 'fhe recording of the statements was done in 
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short-hand foxm during the intezview and written up fully 
immediately following the interview. 
TOOLS USED TO COLI..BC'l 1'HE DATA 
The inteniew schedule coutalned eight open-ended. 
questions. the questions were not asked in exact order 
or :Ln their exact wording but served as a focus of topics 
which were to be answes:ed or discussed. by the respondent. 
P~tially structuring the interview allowed for flexibil• 
ity that would permit the respondent to raise issues that 
had. not been considered while at the. a.. time ensuring 
that all those questions that had been considered· were 
answered.· 
The eight questions that were included in the 
interview schedule were: 
1. Wh¥.1 in your opinion, did the nurse visit 
wicn you? 
2. Do you feel the visiu wen helpful? 
--to you 
-·to othel:' members of the family 
3. Caa you give me specific things with which 
the nurse helped you? 
4. ln yOU% mind, what was most helpful? 
s. Vas there anyt:bJ.Da else with which you 
wished the nus:se liad been of help to you? 
Vas the1:e anything you disliked about 
hu visits? 
6. Did the nurse' a visiting with you cause 
any problema or wor:r:ies for the family? 
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7. Would you recommend a nurse visiting with a 
friend of yours if be or she had a similar 
problem? 
8. Was the nurse different from other nurses 
you have known? Was thel:.'e any difference 
between her and other people who have been 
work.ing with you on your problem? 
Question one was directed at obtaining a presenta-
tion of the problem that existed within the family. 
Questions two, three, and four wen constructed to obtain 
specific infonaation regarcliD& the perception of the 
service rendered and the nurse's function; and questions 
five, six, and seven were incorporated for the purpose of 
reveal:J.ns any negative feelings and attitudes toward tbe 
service and functions. Question ei&ht was included to 
derive clues about the uniqueness of the nurse's role. 
the limitation of the methodology revolved around 
tbe different frames of reference used by each respondent 
and. the impossibility of standardizing the responses. 
PREVIEW OF DATA ANALYSIS 
In analyzlns the data, the six answers to each of 
the eipt questions have been compared for outstanding 
characteristics and recurrent themes. 
The responses to question three reaarding the 
functions of the nurse have been categorized into broad 
general areas of fullctiona. '.this categorization was 
determined in the following manner. The statements made 
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by all the respondents were put into one list and were so 
jumbled that they could not be identified as responses of 
a particular family. The witer and two trained experi-
enced psychiatric uurses1 separately set up tentative 
categories after having studied the list. these prelim-
inary c•tegories were compared, i.nfoftlal discussions re-
garding the statements and thek cod:.Lng were held, and 
eventually three categories evolved. Each of the fifty-
nine responses were recorded on separate index cards. 
These cuds ~tere used by a panel of tlu:ee judges2 to code 
the statements into three categories. There was complete 
agxeement of the three judges for forty-etsnt of the 
statements; for the remaining eleven statements, two out 
of the three judges qreecl. 
Identifying characteristics of the six families 
and the nature of the nurses' visits have been presented 
as they were procured from the interview with the nurses. 
~leanore Hayden, M.S., Yale University, currently 
employed aa instructor at Boston University; Rachel Smith, 
M.Ed., University of Minnesota, cun"ently employed as 
instructor at Boston University. 
2-rbe writer; Eleanor DelPo, B.S.-'- ~oston Universit)\ 
cun-ently in Master s Progr• at BOston UlU.versity 1 did 
family visiting as a part of field experience; Jean 
Scheiilfeldt1 M.S. 1 Boston University, visited with families as part of field experience. 
CHAPTBR.IV 
FINDOOS 
'111e data that were obtained from the six inter-
views with family members will be presented and discussed 
under each of the eight questions which appeared in the 
interview schedule. 
'111e family composition and the nature of the 
nurse's visits will be presented to ic:lentify each family. 
'111e data for this information were aatherec:l in the pre-
,_ 
liminary interview with the nurses. These were the only 
data utilized from the nurses' interviews. All other 
data used in the analysis were derived from the interviews 
with tbe family members, which were mothers in five of 
the interviews, and the father and daughter in one inter-
view. 
·• ·~ 
The six responses to each question, with the ex-
ception of question three • will be presented and a summary 
of outstanding features and recurrent themes will be given. 
These responses consisted of one or two sentences. 
The statements made in response to question three 
(a total of fifty-nine for the six interviews) have been 
grouped into three broad categories of nursing functions. 
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In addition to setting up general areas of nursing func-
tions as they were derived from the entire sample, the 
statements given in the individual interviews were analyzed 
to detexmine which categories were applicable in each of 
the six family situations. 
IDENTIFYING CHARAC'tllliSTlCS OF THE 
SIX SITUATIONS 
Data perta:l.n:l.ng to the faaily composition, identi-
fication of the patient, and the nature of the nurse' s 
visits have been utilized to present a brief introduction 
of who was involved and how they were involved. This data 
was procured from the interview with the nurses. 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
The fao:Lly 4t0n8isted of mother, 
grandmother, 8nd five•year old boy 
Who was the patiant referred to a 
child guidance clinic. The father 
was deCeased. 
The rtUJ:H visited in the home once 
a week. All three members of the fam-
ily were present during the nurse • s 
visits. Pour unscheduled visits oc-
curred when the family called the nurse 
in emergencies. 
The fami!JU:aa comprised of mother, 
father, and. childs'en, ranging in 
ages from eipteen months to seventeen 
years. 
The nurse saw the mother on a weekly 
basis in a ~'uvenile delinquency clinic. 
An attempt was made to haVe the father 
come for weekly visits but he kept only 
three appointments. The patient, a boy 
aged eleven, attended a group therapy 
session of wbich the nuxse was group 
Family 3; 
Family 4: 
Family S: 
Family 6: 
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leader. 'fb.e mu:se accompanied the 
family to C01.1R three times and sat with 
them While they were waiting for the 
hearing. The mother called the nurse 
when thez'e was a crisis, and the nurse 
would visit in the home. 
The family included mother, father, 
and two chi.ldnn, aged fifteen and 
twenty. 
The DUZ'Se began visiting with the 
mother when she was a patient in a 
mental hospital for two weeks. After 
her dischai:ge, weekly visits were made 
to the home. 
The f.Uy members were mother 
father, au4 fou.J: children ranging from 
two to twelve )'GUS. 
The D.UJ:'Se saw the mother weekly in 
the home and the father was seen weekly 
at a juvenile delinquency clinic. The 
cbildl:en were present in the home and 
were included in the visits. The son, 
aced twelve, who was the patient, was 
receiving ps,-chothes'apy and attended 
a group actiVity program at the clinic. 
The family group consisted of 
father, atepmodaeJ:, · and four children 
rand.Da in ages &om one and a half to 
cwelve-yeua. 
'1'be mcae went to the home once a 
week to visit with the father, step-
mother. and oldest daughter, who was the 
patient refecxed to a child guidance 
cl.ilaic. 
The famill consisted of mother, 
father, an4 f. ve children, qed 
thirteen to twenty-four. The two oldest 
children WCJ."e DOt living at home. 
The mother went to the nurse's of-
fice in tbe juvenile delinquency clinic 
once a week. The nurse talked with the 
father a few times. The daughter, aged 
thirteen, waa being seen by another 
professional person at the same clinic. 
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In four of the families, the nurse visited in the 
home and in the other two families, visits were conducted 
in the nurse's office. In three of the families, the 
nurse made additional visits as well as the regular 
weekly visits. 
In all six of the families, the mothers partici-
pated in the visits. Two fathers were seen regularly, two 
had some contact with the nurse but were not seen regu-
larly, one father was not seen at all, and one father was 
deceased. In four of the families, the children were in-
cluded in the visits w1 th the nurse. 
DESCRIP'liON OF THE EMOtiONAL PROBLEM 
Information pertaining to the problem that ex-
isted within each family and which was the initial reason 
for the nurse' a visits was obtained from the answers to 
the first question in the intei'View with the family. 
Question 1: Why 1 in your opinion, did the nurse 
vis1t with you? 
Reseonses 
Family 1: The hospital sent her so she could 
help me out :l.n my problems with my 
boy, who is a nervous disturbed 
child, so she could observe h:l.s be-
havior and reactions and report back 
to the hospital. She could arr~e 
for contact with the doctors and the 
hospital better than I could. 
Family 2: 
Family 3: 
Family 4: 
Family 5: 
Family 6: 
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I visited with her in the clinic 
because of my boy. He was getting 
into trouble in school. She tried 
to understand his behavior. 
I first met the nurse when I was being 
admitted to the hospital. She stayed .. 
with me and then she visited me 
several times while I was in the 
hospital. When I left the hospital, 
she asked me if I would like her to 
visit with me at home, which I agreed 
to. She helped me with problems that 
I was havi• in relation to my husband 
and my feelings of inadequacy as a 
person. 
The nurse visited with me because of 
my boy who had difficulty in school. 
He was not good at timing, would not 
listen, wandered about and stole and 
did not do his schoolwork. The nurse 
visited to help with these problems. 
Father stated: "The nurse came to 
see daupter. They think her fatness ; 
is caused by emotions but I think it's 
from glands." He then launched into 
discussion of family histo~ and 
problems. Daughter said: The nurse 
visited with me to help me lose 
weight." 
I visited with the nurse in clinic 
because of '11'1 little girl who was 
having difficulty in school. She 
couldn't concentrate. I went to talk 
to the nurse so I could help her find 
out the causes, which were marital 
difficulties. 
In all six of the intezviews, the reason given for ·~ 
the nurse's visits was a specific problem or difficulty as , 
it applied to one member of the family. Five of the 
members of the six families were children: th:r:ee, with 
behavioral problems in school; one, a problem of obesity; 
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and. one, a nervous, disturbed pre-school child. In one 
family, the mother was the member of the family who had 
i 
',~, '~'·':' 
!, 
the problem, a feeling of 'inadequacy and was having marital 
difficulties. Marital problems were mentioned in conjunc- ·' 
tion with a school behavioral problem also. 
Q!.!eation 2: Do you feel the visits were helpful? 
••to you 
--to other members of the family, 
Reseonses 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
Family 3: 
Family 4: 
Family 5: 
Yes. We mies her now that she has 
stopped coming for the summer. My 
son liked her and grandmother enJoyed ' 
visitina with her. 
Yea. She is a wonderful person. My 
huaband didn • t like to talk to her; 
he • s not 1111ch for talking. He 
doean't think it helps anything. 
Yes, the visits were very helpful to 
me. My son was pleased that 1 had 
someone who I could talk to. My 
husband was wary but happy. He 
sometimes felt that it upset me to 
talk about tbinas that bothered me. 
1 would sometimes brood after the 
nurse's visits. 
Yes. We felt like she was a member 
of the faoily. The children always 
looked forward to her visits. We 
miss her not coming. My husband, 
who was usually close mouthed, 
opened up. 
Father, "She came to see my daughter. 
You can talk to her about it." 
Daughter, "Yes, I'll miss her when 
she stops coming." 
, '"·" ':'",- ·-~ ~: --_-·:'-;··~--
Family 6: 
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Yes, they were helpful to me and my 
daushter. The nurse attempted to 
see my husbanci but he saw her only 
once, then felt she was prying (as 
be did about all the psrchiattic 
profession) • He wouldn t cooperate. 
Five of the mothers felt that the nurse 1 s visits 
were helpful to them. One mothe1: gave no indication of 
her attitude. Of the two fathers who were seen regularly 
by the nurse, one felt it was helpful and one father did 
not answe1: the question, statiDg that the nurse came to 
see his daughter. Two fathers were encouraged to see the 
nurse but did not see this as helpful. One father, who 
was not cl:Lrectly involved with the nurse's visits, seemed 
to be ambivalent about the value of the visits. In four 
of the families, the respondent felt that the children 
received some value, directly or indirectly, from the 
nurse's visits •. 
I'UNC'riONS OF THE NUBSE 
Tbe total number of statements which were made by 
all six respondents to question three was fifty-nine. 
These respoll8e8 have been coded into three general 
categories of nursing functions. The three categories 
and their definitions were as follows: 
I. Intagible Emotional lueport included: 
(1) those statements about the feelings, attitudes, 
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behaviors of the nurse that were perceived as supportive, 
(2) the verbal interaction between the nurse and family 
that resulted in support. 
II. Tangible Emotional Suppgrt included statements 
about actions anc1 procedures that were cani.ed out by the 
nurse which were supportive in nature. 
III. Cbanse in Behavior or Attempt to Chagge in-
cluded: (1) statements about the functions of the nurse 
that were educative and claritive in regard to specific 
behavior and which effected a change in emotional or in-
tellectual understanding, (2) behavioral change without 
mention of how it was accomplished. 
Presentation of the three categories and the 
statements that were included in each category follows. 
There was total agreement by all three judges on forty-
eight of the statements. Two judges agreed on the remain-
ing eleven statements and these statements are so indi-
cated. All the statements are as reported by the mothers 
unless otherwise noted. 
Question 3: Can you give me specific things with 
which the nurse helped you? 
Catesorx I·-lntapaible Emotional Support 
Respgnses 
1. Just having someone around to talk 
to·-I alwars feel better when she 
leaves--re ieved after blowing off 
steam to her. 
2. 
3. 
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It made me feel better just to have 
someone in WolD I had confidence and 
could air my feelings. 
It was helpful just having someone to 
confide in and listen to my family 
problems. 
4. She tells me that I'm doing a good job. 
S. She was always interested in anything 
I had to say, no matter how trivial 
or silly. I felt I could talk about 
anything. 
6. Just talking to her was fun [ daughteJ:"] ~~ 
7. 
s. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
I could talk about intimate tbings--
tbinas I couldn • t talk to any one 
else about. 
I was able to talk about things that 
I had always wanted to. 
I'm not very social. It was good just to have someone to talk to. 
She seemed so undeJ:"standing of 
everything I said. 
She seemed eo intent on givi~ peS'• 
sonal attention to how a patient 
feels. 
She' s someone I can tum to, like a 
big sister. 
She was very wum and compassionate. 
I could call her if an emergency 
arose. 
I'd be out of my mind if the nurse 
wasn't there. I get down in tbe 
dumps. 
I felt that She was personally inter-
ested in helping my family with its 
problems. 
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17. The nurse was concerned about my 
daughte~'• and my own physical condi-
tions. 
18. She seemed concerned about the whole 
family and not just the boy. 
19. She was very concerned and absorbed 
in how the ~ent feels and tries 
to make it t less. 
20. I could always count on her to help 
me and my son whenever we needed 
her--I could depencl on her. 
21. She was so Ull4e1:standing. 
22. 
*23. 
*24. 
*25. 
*26. 
*27. 
*28. 
She was someone who could understand. 
After the weekly conference with the 
nurse, I was able to renew my attempt 
at trying to work out the difficulty 
with my nuaband.. It was sort of a 
revivi• measure. By the end of the 
week, I was ready to give up again. 
She visited with me from the time I 
left tbe hospital at home once a week 
and for about six months before I 
could see a psychiatrist. I couldn't 
have gotten through those six months 
withoUt her visits. 
She does litt:le things to stop me 
from worrying. 
In an emer,aency, she cools me off, 
tells me wllat exactly to do, and 
explalu what is happening. 
I could confide in the nurse. She 
was the only person I could talk to 
re3"diDg family problems. It helped 
me to air these. The family affairs 
affected tbe boy. 
I was ready to give up on the boy. 
The nurse relaxed my mind and every-
thing was all right again. 
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Cate&9!% II••Taggible Emotional Support 
ResJXmses 
1. The nurse made appointments for and 
with the doctor for my son. 
*2. She ~e me a list of exercises 
[daughter] • 
3. She arranged for getting medicine 
free of Charge for my son. 
4. She talked to the school people re-
gardina my son and explained his 
problem to them. 
S. She accompanied us when my son had 
to go to court. 
6. She contacted people and did the 
runnins around which made it easier 
for me. 
7. She arraaged for my son to attend 
8UIIID8X' school and la arranging for 
some sort of schooling in the fall. 
8. We did things together. She took me 
[ daupter] to a flower show and we 
went to her apartment to cook meals. 
9. She stood beside the family when my 
son hacl to appear in cow:t. She went 
to court with the family. 
10. When JJf1 boy_ was sick • she would come 
and check him, take his temperature. 
11. She called lhe schools and the 
doctor. 
> ··~-- -
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Catego~ III--change in Behavior 
or Attempt to Chance 
Responses 
1. She knows what to do and can help me•• 
she tells me what I should do. 
2. She discussed discipline with me and 
my husband. 
3. She attempted to under stan~ my son 
and the reuOD.S for his behavior and 
explained them to me. The boy 
couldn't express himself and in his 
behavior, be was attempting to get 
out some of his feelings. 
4. She made me see resources that never 
occurred to me. 
5. She answered many questions I bad 
r daughter 1 • 
6. She explained little things that came 
up with the children, just in talking. 
I learned more about understanding 
children and What their actions 
meant. 
8. She explained things [daughter]. 
She explains why my boy is acting a 
certain way•-maybe he' s tired, dOn • t 
push him too hard. 
*10. She talked to the boy's grandmother, 
explained that she shouldn 1 t scold 
and holler at him, that he needs to 
be noisl sometimes. Grandmother 
listenea to the nurse because she 
put it so nicely and did change her 
behavior a little. Grandmother 
doesn• t listen to me. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
*15. 
16. 
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Nurse told me that I should get away 
once a week and leave the boy and 
grandmother. I try to do this and 
it makes me feel better. My son is 
too attached to me. 
I now ask, not demand when I want the 
children to do something. 
I was able to learn how to express 
myself and my feelings wbere before 
I kept them all within myself. 
I am now beiDa more strict with !BY 
son. I pampered him becaase he had 
a heart condid.on. He needs the 
upper haD4 and does better with it 
than being allowed to get by with 
things. 
The nurse was the one that encouraged 
me to diet since I told her I was 
bothered by my excessive weight and 
my appearance. She was always so 
pleased when I lost a pound. 
The nurse helped me to stay on my 
diet. She encouraged me [daughter]. 
17. She made me feel adequate and that I 
could attain Whatever I set out to 
do. 
18. She made me feel like a person, and 
gave me faith in my own abilit1.ea. 
19. She talked to me about my feelings in 
regard to my relation with my mother, 
ana helped me to see how this af-
fected my perscmality and my feeling 
inadefiWlte. 
*20. She made me realize that I was the 
strength of the family which I never 
realized before. 
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Twenty-eight of the statements were grouped into 
Category I, eleven statements into Category II, and twenty 
statements into Cateaory III. The intangible emotional 
support was the area that was mentloned most frequently 
and seemecl to be most emphasized by the respondents. 
Change in behavior was the second larsest category, and 
tangible emotional support receivecl the least emphasis. 
A look at the statements and the categories as 
they apply for the individual families reveals the follow• 
ina: 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
Family 3: 
Family 4: 
A total of sixteen statements made by 
the nspoodent who was the mother: 
Seven statements in Category I, 
Five stataoents in Category II, 
Four statements in Category III. 
A total of sevea statements was made 
by the mother of this family: 
Three were in Category I, 
Two in Cateaory II, 
Two in CatesoJ:y III. 
Fifteen statements vue made by the 
mother: 
Nine of the statements appeued 
in Category I, 
No statementa in Category II, 
Six statements in Category III. 
twelve statements were made by the 
mother: 
Five were in Category I, 
Two were in Category II, 
Five wre in Category III. 
,·~:·,~.'.::~::·:_::,._·':""'__:_ .. 
Family S: 
Family 6: 
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A total of six statements were made by 
the dauptezo: 
One statement appeared in 
Cateaozy I, 
Two statements in Categozoy II, 
Three statements in CategoJ:y III. 
Three statements were mac.te by the mothe1; 
all of which wen incluc.ted unc.ter 
CategoX)' I. 
In all six of the families, statements pertaining 
to intangible emotional support were mentioned. State-
ments about tangible emotional support were mentioned in 
four of the six feilies. In all but one family, change 
in behavior was attempted and/or affected, as perceived 
by a member of the family. 
There was a large variation 1n the number of 
statements made by each respondent to the question of 
what the nurse did. Whether this was representative of 
the actual functions that were performed by the nurse in 
each instance c8D110t be detes:'mlDect from the data. It 
could be representative of the respondent's ability to 
verbalize aa well as their depth of perception. 
Qqestion 4: 
llespogses 
Family 1: 
In your mind, what was most helpful? 
The nurse's interest in me and my 
son; someone who wants to help and 
whom I can depend on. 
Family 2: She was the only one I felt I could 
confide in and. talk to regarding 
•·•~•·"~c-~·::~=~-=-_c'~~o~:~=•=~-~~;.~~:=···•~"".,_!f::&J~~~~c~c ~-=~-~•c•~-1~~--~--~-~-~-- ·· ~ 
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Family 3: 
Family 4: 
Family 5: 
Family 6: 
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Having someone in whom I had confi-
dence ad felt comfortable to talk 
about anything wiflb; it makes you 
feel better to talk about and air 
your feelings. 
I was able to talk about things that 
I had always wanted to and felt 
that she would understand. 
She answered questions I had. 
Just havf.Dg someone to confide in 
and listeD to my family problems 
who could understand. 
Four of the six respondents felt that the most 
helpful feature of the visits with the nurse was being 
able to talk about their feeliDgs and problems. These 
respondents felt that they could place their confidence 
in the nurse. One mother felt the nurse's interest and 
dependability were the most helpful things to her. The 
twelve-year old daughter found the answering of her 
questions to be most helpful. 
NEGAtiVE FULDGS IBQA.BDING THE VISITS 
AND 'DIE NURSE'S fUNCTIONS 
Questions five, six • and seven of the interview 
schedule were dis'ected at obtaining an,- negative feelings 
that fe:l.ly members held in relation to the nurse's visit-
ill&· 
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Q!!stion 5: 
Res29nses 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
Fauil;y 3: 
Famil;y 4: 
Famil;y S: 
Famil;y 6: 
Was there an;ything else with which 
;you wished the nurse had been of 
help to ;you? 
Was there aaythi~ you disliked 
about her visits? 
No. 
No. 
No. I did feel she left too 
abruptly. I felt she could have at 
least c811ed after she left. I 
felt hv.1:t. 
No. I knew she vas leavi~ and 
tried to think of everything in the 
laet few visits. 
No. 
No. 
9Y!sS,&on 6: Did the D\11:8&1 s visiting with you 
cause any problems or wOrries for the 
family? 
Respopses 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
Fad.l;y 3: 
Family 4: 
Family 5: 
No, we were yery glad to see her 
every time she came. 
No. 
No. 
No. her visits never interfered or 
inconveniencecl us. I went right 
ahead with rq work. Even if l was 
sick, I'd haVe her come. 
None at all. We enjoyed her coming. 
The nurse aft'-.ecl her visitina so 
my wife would be home and so alie 
wouldn 1 t miss her (father 1. 
Family 6: 
-so -
No. At first, I was embarrassed that 
I had to tell 1Dl problems to someone 
outside of the family. 
Qta!stion 7: Would JC!U recODIIlend a nurse visiting 
with a friend of yours if he or she 
had a similar problem? 
Resmses 
Family 1: 
Family 2~ 
Family 3: 
Family 4: 
Family 5: 
Family 6: 
Yes it's a Sood idea. The nurse's 
vis!ti• is a bist help, She can 
calm the mother aown and make her 
feel good. 
Yes. if the nurse was like the one 
that visited with me. 
Definitely. You need someone to 
talk to in whom you have confidence 
and ue comfortable with to talk 
about &nJthina. I have a neighbor 
whom I would like to have the nurse 
see. 
Definitely. I enjoyed it. 
Yes [daughter 1. 
Yes •. 
All six respondents answered in the negative to 
both the question of wanting the nurse to do something 
other than she did and to the question of any problem or 
worries that were caused by the vial ting. All six replied 
in the affirmative to having a nurse visit with a friend 
of theirs. It cm:mot be assumed from the absence of any 
negative statements that none existed. Rather this would 
seem to indicate either that the respondent did not feel 
comfortable enough to verbalize negative feelings or that 
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the inteniew as it was constructed clid not encourage 
such statements. It should also be noted that one family 
refused to be interviewed and, in this family, negative 
feelings might have been the reason behind the refusal. 
UNIQUENESS OF 'DIE NURSE'S ROLE 
Question 8: 
Responses 
Family 1: 
Family 2: 
Family 3: 
Family 4: 
Was the nurse different from other 
nurses you have known? Was there 
any difference between her and other 
people who have been working with 
you on you~: problems? 
The nurse took more time and took a 
personal interest in my boy than 
other nurses. She got to bow him 
and unc:lerstand him '6etter by bei.Dg 
able to study him. 
Yes, she seemed more uncierstan~. 
Nurses in hospitals are curt and 
abrupt. I could confide in her 
more than I could with the previous 
(social) workers I had. She knew 
my boy better, bavlna lived w1 th 
him at cetp; she kneW what he was 
like. 
She seemed more personally inter-
ested than otbe:r: nurses. She was 
more than a nurse; like a good friend. 
She was less professional than the 
psychiatrist. 
I got more from the nurse than other 
(social) workers. I felt more at 
ease and relaxed w1 tb her. The 
other workers drilled but the nurse 
didn' t. I didn't see her as a nurse, 
but as a person just like myself. 
Family S: 
Family 6: 
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Other nurses are shaJ:p and don't 
talk. 
No • she was kind and understanding, 
the same as other nurses. 
Five of the six respondents felt that the nurse 
was different from other nurses with whom they had had 
contact. One respondent perceived no difference f:r:om 
other nurses. '1'he understancliDg and personal interest 
of the nurses were highlighted by each of the respondents. 
In the two families who had received services from social 
workers • there was a perceivecl difference between the two 
services. One respondent perceived of the nurse as a good 
friend, one saw her as a periOD just like herself, and 
another felt that she was leas professional than the 
psychiatrist. 
SUMMARY OF THE FINDDCS 
The analysia of the data baa been presented ac-
cordina to the responses made to each of the eight questions 
which appearecl in the intel'Yiew schedule. The functions 
of the nurse, as perceived and reported by the family 
members, have been coded into ths-ee categories. Attitudes 
regarding the positive and negative aspects of the service 
were consi•ed as well as the uniqueness of the nurse's 
role in zenderiag family service. A brief description of 
the family situation and the natUJ:e of the nurse' s visits, 
• S3 ... 
as it was obtained from the interview with the nurses, was 
given to introduce the six situations from which the data 
was drawn. 
The mothers were the family members with whom the 
nurses worked most closely and they appeared to be accept-
ing of the nurse and found her services to be supportive as 
well as instrumental in effectins a change in behavior. 
The nurses were not successful in reaching the fathers of 
the family for the most part. Although the children saw 
the nurse, their involvement seemed to be primarily through 
the mother-nurse relationship. Whether visits with the 
mother of a family were the most efficient utilization of 
the nurse's time and skills or whether her services could 
include other family members is an area requiring further 
experimentation and investigation. 
Being able to talk to and confide in the nurse was 
a statement that was frequently emphasized and was per-
ceived as the most helpful aspect of the service offered 
by the nurse. This function seemed to be unique to the 
nurse when compared with other professional people, which 
is consistent with the statements made in the literature. 
Whether it is the image of the nurse, her attitude or 
personality, or something inherent in the relationship 
between the nurse and patient is a moot point. 
It would seem that the nurse was perceived as 
having some quality, in addition to her professional 
·-··~-~-.,-·""'--~·~~-· ·~·-· ~--~ ~ -.~ ... "·-~---~-~··~~·' ~~,·~~--... ·----..~ -·~ -.-.--,·~~ ·" 
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abilities, which allowed for a comfortableness in the 
relationship. This quality was characterized by phrases 
such as "sooa friend," "just like myself," "is personally 
interested," "less professional," n like a big sister.,, 
This perception of the nurse requires further inquiry and 
defining. 
In addition to the relief obtained in talking with 
the nurse, the dependability and actual physical presence 
of the nurse in time of stress served as a reassuring and 
a palliative measure. The availability of the nurse to 
the family is a factor that wuld seem worth consideration. 
Could the nurse's time "on the job" be flexible enough to 
allow for her to be available and on call to families? 
The service offered by the nurse was perceived, 
by the family members, to effect a change in behavior as 
a result of explanation, clarification, instruction, 
guidaace, reassurance, and praise by the nurse. 'lhis 
offered an indication that psychiatric nurses do have 
techniques to intervene in patteras of pathological be-
havior and can moc:l1fy conflicts within the family unit. 
Liaison and social functions were also included 
in the service offered by the nurse. 
There were no negative attitudes mentioned by the 
respondents but there was some todication of the presence 
of negative feelinas within the family that were not tapped 
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by the interview. It would appear that those individuals 
who held such feelings simply did not make them known to 
the investigator. 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
SUMMAaY 
This investigation explored the functions of 
psychiatric nurses who ~endered service to families in 
which there was an emotional problem. It encompassed two 
spheres in the field of mental health that were in the 
initial stages of development and were in need of in-
vestiaatory research; the role of the psychiatric nurse 
in the field of mental health, anct the role of the family 
in the treatment and diagnosis of mental illness. 
One or more members from six families were inter-
viewed. Each of the families bad a member with an emo-
tional problem and who bad been, or was, in treatment at 
a clinic, a mental hospital, or with a private psychia-
trist within the Greater Boston Metropolitan Area. A 
nurse visited with one or more members of these families 
on a weekly basis either in their home or in her office 
for a period of approximately a year. There were four 
nurses who did the visiting; two of the nurses visited 
with two families and two visited with one family. Three 
- S6 -
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of these nurses were graduate students in the Psychiatric 
Nursing Program at Boston University School of Nursing and 
one was an instxuctor in the Program. 
A review of the literature revealed that only a 
small number of nurses were functioning in the area of 
giving service to families and there were no available 
reports regarding their functions. 
The mental health functions of nurses, as they 
were outlined in the literature, were: emotional support 
(components of which were relief through verbal expression, 
reassurance, handling negative feelings, socialization), 
motivation, interpretation, and teaching. The uniqueness 
of the nurse 1 s role, which was characterized by the 
establiShment of a personal, intimate relationship between 
the patient and the nurse, was highlighted by several 
writers. 
The research that was being conducted to in-
vestigate the role of the family in mental illness, and 
the indications for the need to know more about the nurse's 
potential, demonstrated the relevance and value of an 
investigation into the functions of psychiatric nurses 
who rendered service to families. 
A partially structured interview containing eight 
open-ended questions was carried on in the homes of each 
family to obtain their perception of the nurse's functions, 
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as well as the positive and negative attitudes and feel-
ings toward the service rendered. In five of the families, 
the mother was the respondent, and in one, the fat.'ler and 
daughter anawewed the questions. The limitations of the 
methodology were: the smallness of the s~le, and the 
impossibility of standardizing the responses. 
The six families in the sample were composed of 
father, mother, and from one to Dine children with the 
exception of one family in which the father was deceased. 
The emotional problems that existed within the families 
were: behavioral problems of three school-aged children 
and one pre-school aged child, obesity problem of a 
school-aged girl, and two marital problems (one of which 
coexisted with a school behavior problem). 
Four of the f8Dil:Les were visited weekly in their 
homes by the nurse and two families went to the nurse' s 
office on a weekly basis. All s:Lx mothers participated in 
the visits; two fathers were seen regularly; and the 
children were :l.ncluded, directly or indirectly, in four 
of the six families. 
All but one of the mothers felt the nurse's visits 
were helpful whereas only one father felt positively 
toward them. It was felt by the respondents that all the 
children received some benefit fxom the nursing visits. 
The questions directed toward obtaining negative 
feelings and attitudes about the nurse's activitias proved 
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to be non·p~ctive. If the2:e were negative feelings, 
they were not verbalized in the interview situation. 
The fifty-nine statements regarding the functions 
of the nurse made by all the respondents were coded into 
three categories: 
I. Intangible Emoti0ll41 Support 
II. Tangible Emotional Support 
III. Change in Behaviol' or Attempt to Change 
Functions in Category I received the most emphasis 
as incU.cated by the greatest 11\llllbu of statements made by 
the responc:lents. The perception of the nurse as an inter-
ested listener in whom conficlence could be placed, and 
with whom aa.yth1.ns could be talked about, was consistent 
in all the families. This function was felt to be the 
most helpful by all the respondents and was unique to the 
nurse. 
Phrases wbioh were used to describe the nurse such 
as "good friend," "just like myself," "is personally 
interested" seemed to indicate that the nurse possessed a 
quality which allowed for a comfortableness in the rela• 
tionship. 
The availability of the nurse in times of crises 
was seen· as a supportive measure as were the liaison and 
social functions perfomed by the nurse. 
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Change in behavior of the family members was re-
ported as a result of the nurse's activities of explaining, 
clarifying, instructing, guiding, and reassuring. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The answers to the queations: What does a 
psychiatric nurse do in renderina service to families? 
Of what does this service consist? have been indicated 
by the findings obtained in this study. Generally, the 
nurse: 
l. offered relief through· listening 
2. gave support by her physical presence and 
behavior in times of crises. 
3. acted as a liaison person and interpreter 
4. acted as a socializing age~t 
S. effected ch~e in behavior through re-
assurance, instruction, explanation, and 
guidance. 
It would appear that the mother may be the key 
person with whom the nurse can work in carrying out these 
functions. 
In answer to the questions: What skills and re-
sources does the nurse possess? Can these skills be 
incorporated into a family treaement approach? there is 
indication that psychiatric nurses do have skills and 
resources which are unique to their profession;. . This 
would make lt possible for them to be included on the 
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inter-disciplinary team that offered service to families 
:l.n which there was an emotional problem. However, the 
value placed on the nurse's functions and further elabora-
tion of them requires additional investigation on larger 
and differently composed samples before conclusions or con-
crete suggestions can be offered. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That a similar atucly be carried out as to the 
functions of the nurses, utilizing a larger 
sample of family members for comparison. 
2. that investigations of nursing functions be 
conducted to determine the perceptions held 
by other persons who are involved in the 
service, using samples consisting of nurses 
and other mental health professions. 
3. That CCIDpariaons and evaluations between the 
perceptions of the various groups be made. 
4. That methodology be developed: 
a) to evoke critical comments of nursing 
service 
b) to standardize responses of the persons 
being interviewed. 
5. That the categories devised in this study be 
utilized in other investigations to test their 
·~::=--
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applicability in other situations; and as 
more data is collected, that these categories 
be subc:livided, moc:lified, and amplified. 
6. 'rbat further inquiry be made to elaborate 
upon the phenomena and questions (listed 
below) which have been raised in this study: 
a) What was involved in the nurse-family 
relationship Wbich allowed for the easy 
communication? What did the patient talk 
to the nurse about? What characterized 
the nurse's actions as a listener? 
What was 1 t that made the nurse different 
from other professional people? 
b) Was the mother of the family the best 
candidate for the nurse to work with or 
can other family members become actively 
involved? 
c) What was the meaning and ramifications of 
statements such as "the nurse gives per-
sonal attention;' "she is more than a nurse, 
like a good friend,'' "I thought of her as 
a person just like myself''? 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
Dear ____ : 
I am a nurse and am attendinf Boston University 
Graduate School. My field of study s psychiatric nursing. 
I am interested in findi~ out from families who 
bad a nurse visiti~ with them What they felt the nurse did 
and in What ways she may or may not have been helpful. I 
have talked with , the nurse who 
visited witb you, and she felt thit you would be willing to 
help me in this matter. 
I have some questions that I would like you to 
answer and I hope that you will allow me to get together 
with you. By answering these questions, you will be help· 
ing the nursing profession to evaluate the service it gives 
to patients and to possibly improve upon this service. 
I will call you on the telephone in a few days to 
see about making an appointment with you, and at that time 
I will elaborate more on this lytter and will answer any 
questions which you might have. 
I wish to thank you in advance for your considera-
tion. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Patricia J •. Black 
lnte following paragraph was used for the families 
who did not have a telephone: 
I will set up a tentative appointment to visit you 
on • If this time is not convenient, 
would you please notify me on the card I have enclosed and 
let me know a time which would be more suitable.. If I do 
not bear from you, I will plan on seeing you at the above 
time. 
